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Inquest: RIRA killed Newry man 
 
The Real IRA was responsible for the murder of 
an alleged drug dealer in a bar eight years ago, 
an inquest was told today. 

 

 

 
Brendan "Speedy" Fegan was shot at least 14 times in the Hermitage Bar 
in Newry, Co Down, in May 1999 - three months after he survived being 
shot three times in Belfast. 
 
No one has yet been charged with the killing and the murder of the 24-
year-old has been passed to the Police Service of Northern Ireland`s 
Retrospective Review Unit for re-examination. 
In a statement read to the Newry inquest, Detective Sergeant Michael 
Hamilton said the killing had been subject only to a limited review and will 
be formally reviewed in 2010. 
 
But he said: "It has been established the victim was murdered by the Real 
IRA as a result of his apparent drug dealing activities." 
 
The inquest was told that Fegan, who came from Newry but had a home 
some miles away in Moira, had been officially warned by police that he 
was under threat in both December 1997 and March 1999. 
 
His home was petrol-bombed in November 1998 and he was shot and 
injured in February 1999 befpre his murder in May of the same year. 
 
A post mortem examination carried out hours after the killing showed that 
Mr Fegan had been shot nine times in the head and at least five times in 
the body. 
 
The deputy state pathologist also found three bullets still lodged in Mr 
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Fegan`s chest and arm from the gun attack three months before. 
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ENTERTAINMENT LISTINGS Content provided by entertainment.ie 

FILM: DADDY DAY CAMP 
 
DIRECTOR: Fred Savage. 
 
STARRING: Cuba Gooding Jr., Tamala Jones, 
Paul Rae, Josh McLerran. 
 
DETAILS: US / 89mins (PG) 
 
RATING:  
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 GIGS 
Take That... 

 THEATRE 
New Ross Drama Workshop... 

 COMEDY 
The International Comedy Club... 

 CLUBBING 
Long Necks Nite Club... 

 FESTIVAL 
Slieve Bloom Storytelling Festival... 

VOTING POLL SEARCH ARCHIVES UTV NEWS ON AIR

 
Do you think Ireland coach Eddie 
O'Sullivan should stay or go?
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Browse through the online news, sport and 
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Enter a keyword above and select the newsroom 
section to search.

 

 
Watch the latest UTV Live at 6 bulletin.
 
Select the quality of your version depending on 
your internet connection

 
Click below to browse through the archives of 
online streaming news.
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